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Abstract

Recent reviews and meta-analyses of metacognitive therapy for schizophrenia-spectrum dis-
order (SSD) have included uncontrolled studies, single-session interventions, and/or analyses
limited to a single form of metacognitive therapy. We sought to evaluate the efficacy of
metacognitive therapies more broadly based on controlled trials (CT) of sustained treatments.
We conducted a pre-registered meta-analysis of controlled trials that investigated the effects of
meta-cognitive therapies on primary positive symptom outcomes, and secondary symptom,
function and/or insight measures. Electronic databases were searched up to March 2022
using variants of the keywords, ‘metacognitive therapy’, ‘schizophrenia’, and ‘controlled
trial’. Studies were identified and screened according to PRISMA guidelines. Outcomes
were assessed with random effects models and sample, intervention, and study quality indices
were investigated as potential moderators. Our search identified 44 unique CTs with usable
data from 2423 participants. Data were extracted by four investigators with reliability >98%.
Results revealed that metacognitive therapies produced significant small-to-moderate effects
on delusions (g = 0.32), positive symptoms (g = 0.30) and psychosocial function (g = 0.31),
and significant, small effects on cognitive bias (g = 0.25), negative symptoms (g = 0.24), clin-
ical insight (g = 0.29), and social cognition (g = 0.27). Findings were robust in the face of sam-
ple differences in age, education, gender, antipsychotic dosage, and duration of illness. Except
for social cognition and negative symptoms, effects were evident even in the most rigorous
study designs. Thus, results suggest that metacognitive therapies for SSD benefit people,
and these benefits transfer to function and illness insight. Future research should modify exist-
ing treatments to increase the magnitude of treatment benefits.

Schizophrenia-spectrum disorders (SSDs) are characterized by a variety of psychotic symp-
toms including delusions, hallucinations, and disorganized speech which frequently interfere
with multiple aspects of everyday life (5th ed.; DSM–5; American Psychiatric Association,
2013). Individuals with SSDs often experience aberrant thought patterns including belief
inflexibility, a tendency to jump-to-conclusions, and an over-confidence in judgments that
are hypothesized to undergird the formation of delusions and other positive symptoms
(Moritz et al., 2014a, 2014b). Prior research shows that as many as 80% of people with
SSDs suffer from persistent psychotic symptoms even after optimal pharmaceutical interven-
tions (Chien, Leung, Yeung, & Wong, 2013). These observations emphasize the need for novel
therapies to target thought processes that may spawn these treatment-resistant, often life-
limiting positive symptoms.

Metacognition, which refers to one’s ‘knowledge and cognition about cognitive phenomena’
(Flavell, 1979) has been a key target of novel therapies for improving aberrant thought processes,
resultant symptoms and function in SSDs. Several different metacognitive interventions have
been developed, most prominently Metacognitive training (MCT) (Moritz & Woodward,
2007), and Metacognitive and Insight Therapy (MERIT; Vohs et al., 2018) for people with SSDs.

The first approach, MCT consists of psychoeducation, cognitive bias training, and strategy
training and focuses on raising awareness of cognitive biases (Moritz et al., 2014a, 2014b). In
calling attention to individuals’ cognitive biases, this training attempts to ‘sow seeds of doubt’
by enhancing metacognitive knowledge and creating corrective ‘ah-ha’ experiences, encour-
aging clients to question their process of arriving at beliefs, and to gather more information
before important beliefs are formulated (Moritz et al., 2014a, 2014b). This treatment hypothe-
sizes that positive symptoms commonly associated with schizophrenia, particularly delusional
thinking, will diminish as aberrant thought processes are remediated.

In MERIT, treatment is formulated in response to the common first-person experience of
schizophrenia as consisting of a loss of a previously cohesive sense of self (Lysaker & Lysaker,
2008). Consequently, MERIT is targeted at helping the client bind small, disconnected experi-
ences of thoughts and feelings as they relate to themselves and others, to help the client
re-integrate these experiences into a more complex and nuanced sense of who they and others
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are as unique individuals, and to use that information to negotiate
novel psychological and social challenges (Moritz and Lysaker,
2018). Given each person’s unique history and expectations, treat-
ment is tailored to the specific individual, and metacognitive skill
is assessed on an ongoing basis and therapy tailored in an
ongoing manner to the changing levels of metacognitive capacity.

Nine previous meta-analyses have assessed the efficacy of
metacognitive interventions in SSDs. Of these nine studies, six
assessed solely MCT (Eichner & Berna, 2016; Jiang, Zhang,
Zhu, Li, & Li, 2015; Liu, Tang, Hung, Tsai, & Lin, 2018; Penney
et al., 2022; Philipp et al., 2019; van Oosterhout et al., 2016)
while two assessed MCT along with other metacognitive in-
terventions (Burlingame, Svien, Hoppe, Hunt, & Rosendahl,
2020; Sauve, Lavigne, Pochiet, Brodeur, & Lepage, 2020). In
addition, one study assessed two forms of metacognitive therapy,
MCT and MERIT, but analyzed each therapy separately
(Lopez-Morinigo et al., 2020). Four found improvement on
cognitive biases and positive symptoms (Eichner & Berna, 2016;
Liu et al., 2018; Penney et al., 2022; Sauve et al., 2020), three
found effects of metacognitive therapy on some targeted
outcomes or compared to some control groups but not
others (Jiang et al., 2015; Lopez-Morinigo et al., 2020; Philipp
et al., 2019), and two found nonsignificant results (Burlingame
et al., 2020; van Oosterhout et al., 2016).

The four most recent meta-analyses provide the most relevant
insight into the effects of metacognitive interventions on different
classes of outcomes in SSD (Burlingame et al., 2020; Lopez-
Morinigo et al., 2020; Penney et al., 2022; Sauve et al., 2020).
The Sauve et al., 2020 meta-analysis included 29 studies incorpor-
ating 15 variations of meta-cognitive therapies, some single-
session interventions. Outcomes specifically targeted by the treat-
ment, cognitive biases and positive symptoms, showed a small
and moderate effect of treatment, respectively. The authors also
reported a moderate effect of treatment on insight. Another
meta-analysis of 12 RCTs published in the same year
(Lopez-Morinigo et al., 2020) focused on clinical and cognitive
insight as primary outcomes only. The authors found significant
effects of metacognitive therapies on cognitive insight in a six-
study analysis. The very small number of studies using inconsist-
ent outcome measures made conclusions regarding the effect of
metacognitive therapies on clinical insight difficult.

In the most recent meta-analysis in this area, Penney et al.
(2022) included 43 studies and focused exclusively on a single
form of metacognitive therapy: MCT. This analysis found overall
small to moderate positive effect sizes for proximal outcomes tar-
geted by the treatment, including positive symptoms, hallucina-
tions, and cognitive biases and a large treatment effect for
delusions. Notably, Penney’s analysis was the first to find positive
effects on some distal outcomes: small effect size improvements
for self-esteem and negative symptoms, and small to moderate
effect sizes for functioning. Effects of MCT on outcomes not dir-
ectly targeted by the intervention were diminished in studies with
greater study bias, suggesting value in revisiting these outcomes
including research designs of only the highest quality.

The current meta-analysis was designed to update and expand
knowledge from previous meta-analyses by: (1) including mul-
tiple forms of metacognitive therapy for SSD to assess efficacy
of this treatment more broadly than the most recent analysis in
this area (e.g. Penney et al., 2022; 10 studies of meta-cognitive
therapies were excluded in this most recent meta-analysis as
they did not study MCT therapy specifically); (2) including a
broad range of outcomes (e.g. social cognitive skills, functioning)

to help assess treatment generalization; (3) excluding brief, 1-ses-
sion metacognitive bias-training interventions that may have
obscured potential generalization effects of more sustained meta-
cognitive treatments in meta-analyses without this exclusion cri-
teria (e.g. Penney et al., 2022; Sauve et al., 2020).

Based on its presumed mechanism of action, as well as previ-
ous empirical results, we hypothesized that metacognitive therap-
ies would produce effects on summary measures of positive
symptoms, delusions, hallucinations and clinical and cognitive
insight, that would generalize to functioning in SSD.

Material and methods

The study was pre-registered through PROSPERO
(CRD42022318713).

Search strategy

The meta-analysis was conducted according to the Preferred
Reporting for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis (PRISMA)
guidelines (Moher et al., 2009). Searches were finalized in
February of 2022 in PubMed/MEDLINE, PsycINFO, CINAHL,
and ProQuest: Dissertation and Thesis Global. Covidence system-
atic review software (Veritas Health Innovation Ltd, 2022) was
used to aid in screening and data extraction. See online
Supplementary materials for search strings and Fig. 1 for a
PRISMA flow diagram of search results. The reference lists located
from all searches, previous meta-analyses, and unpublished arti-
cles, were screened to identify potentially eligible articles.
Eligibility was assessed by three independent raters in three
rounds: titles, abstracts, and full texts. In case of disagreement,
publications were reexamined to reach consensus under the
supervision of the senior author (MK).

Inclusion/exclusion criteria

Articles were included if they met the following criteria: (1) were
published between 1980 (year of publication of DSM-III) and
March, 2022, (2) Sample included at least 70% people with schizo-
phrenia/schizoaffective, delusional disorder, psychotic disorder
not otherwise specified, or schizophreniform disorder.; (3)
Intervention was sustained (more than 1 session), and focused
on training on knowledge and feelings around cognitions; more
specifically the intervention had to aim to enhance the ability
to synthesize thoughts and feelings about the self and others to
better negotiate the day-to-day challenges of life, and/or must
address cognitive biases by raising these biases into awareness to
reduce distortions in perception of the world and self.; (4)
Included a control groups consisting of people with schizophrenia-
spectrum illness; (5) if metacognitive therapy was part of a hybrid
intervention, metacognitive therapy must have been trained in
more than 50% of the training sessions; (6) written in English.
Articles that did not report quantitative data that were analyzable
by meta-analytic techniques were excluded unless usable data was
obtained from correspondence between the research team and
study authors. Articles that used outcome measures as a method
of intervention were excluded.

Data extraction

Data from each included study was independently extracted by
pairs amongst the four authors (GM, MH, AP, MK) using a
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standardized data extraction spreadsheet. Data extracted included:
location/year of the study; premorbid, clinical, and demographic
characteristics of the patient and control samples and outcome
measures. Interrater reliability, measured from a random sample
of data extracted across four coders was 98.2%. Discrepancies
between coders were resolved by consensus.

Study outcome measures

Outcome measures consisted of proximal (positive symptoms,
delusions, hallucinations, cognitive bias) or distal (cognitive
insight, self-esteem, function, depression, anxiety, neurocognitive
flexibility, social cognition, metacognition, and clinical insight)

outcomes. Tests studied in previous meta-analyses of metacogni-
tive therapies for psychosis-spectrum illness were grouped into
these general domains according to previous practice (Penney
et al., 2022). Scales not studied in previous meta-analyses were
grouped according to the domain they were presumed to measure.
A complete list of included measures and their placement in
domains is presented in the online Supplementary.

Study quality

The quality of each study was assessed using the Clinical Trial
Assessment Measure (CTAM; Tarrier and Wykes, 2004), a
15-item measure designed to evaluate the quality of

Figure 1. PRISMA.
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methodology for psychological treatment studies. CTAM
assesses sample characteristics, allocation to treatment, assess-
ments, control groups, and analysis and active treatment
descriptions. The maximum score is 100. CTAMs were all
scored and then checked by the senior author (MK). All rat-
ings were sent to the study authors for approval and 40% of
the scores reflected author feedback as part of the final
CTAM score. Interrater reliability on the CTAM among
authors was 89%.

Statistical analysis

Effect-size analyses were conducted according to procedures
suggested by Rosenthal and Hedges and Olkin, using
Comprehensive Meta-Analysis v. 3 software (Borenstein,
Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2014). For purposes of the present
study, Hedge’s g score was defined as the difference between the
metacognitive therapy group v. the non-metacognitive treated
schizophrenia-spectrum illness group, expressed in standard devi-
ation units (MMCT-Mcontrol/SDpooled across groups) at the termin-
ation of treatment. This approach assured consistency with some
previous meta-analyses in this research area (e.g. Lopez-Morinigo
et al., 2020), and has been shown to be a more conservative
approach to understanding potential effects in meta-analyses of
treatment studies as compared to the use of change scores (Fu
& Holmer, 2016). Statistics were converted to g using Hedges
and Olkin formulas (Hedges & Olkin, 1985). Pooled standard
deviation was calculated using the Rosenthal formula
(Rosenthal, 1991). Effect sizes were characterized as small (0.2),
medium (0.5), or large (0.8; Cohen, 1988). For studies with
multiple measures assessing the same domain (e.g. delusions),
we selected the measure within that domain that was most fre-
quently used across studies to decrease measure heterogeneity.
If a specific measure was used in 10 studies or more within a spe-
cific outcome domain we computed the effect-size for that meas-
ure to assess whether overall domain effects were similar to those
generated from a single measure to provide an index of test het-
erogeneity on summary effect measures. By expressing effect
size in standard deviation units, we were able to make a direct
comparison of outcomes across studies. Positive effect size values
indicated better scores in metacognitive therapy-treated samples
relative to non-metacognitive-treated controls. When negative
effect size values were considered improvement in metacognitive
therapy-treated schizophrenia samples (e.g. HDRS ratings), we
multiplied these values by −1 for ease of communication.
When multiple control groups were reported in a specific
study, the most active control group was selected as a compara-
tor with metacognitive therapy. Usable data was missing from 8
studies that met our inclusion/exclusion criteria. The authors of
these papers were contacted and 75% returned data suitable for
analysis.

Effect size synthesis

Individual values of g were thereafter combined across studies
and weighted according to their precision. In this approach,
larger sample-size, more precise (less variable estimates) are
accorded a greater weight in the creation of the summary
effect-size estimate using a random-effects model. Potential
differences in effect sizes between studies were analyzed
using the method of Hedges and Olkin (Borenstein, Hedges,
Higgins, & Rothstein, 2011; Hedges & Olkin, 1985). This

procedure computes mean weighted effect sizes and 95% con-
fidence intervals (CI) for each variable subset and allows for
the testing of the influence of each individual factor on the
overall results using the Q statistic. The two-tailed statistical
test was conducted with the criterion for statistical significance
set at a level of p = 0.05.

Heterogeneity

We used two measures of heterogeneity: (1) the I2 which provides
an estimate of the proportion of variability in a meta-analytic
dataset attributable to different studies. The I2 statistic was inter-
preted as follows: might not be important (0% – 40%); may
represent moderate heterogeneity (30% – 60%); may represent
substantial heterogeneity (50% – 90%); considerable heterogeneity
(75% – 100%) (Higgins, Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003). (2)
To assess stability of underlying effects we also used a test for het-
erogeneity QT which is based on the sum of squares of the indi-
vidual effect sizes around the mean when each square is weighted
by the inverse of the estimated variance of the effect size. Q has an
asymptotic chi-square distribution and is analogous to the ana-
lysis of variance.

Moderator analyses

For outcome measures with significant heterogeneity with
I2exceeding 50% and > ten studies, random effects meta-regression
analyses were conducted. We evaluated a number of demographic,
illness, assessment, and treatment moderator variables. Continuous
variables evaluated included: sample mean participant age, gender
distribution (% male), mean positive symptoms, racial/ethnic distri-
bution, estimated IQ, duration of treatment, and intensity of treat-
ment, and measures of study quality. Categorical variables were: in
v. outpatient sample, active control (yes/no). Continuous data were
analyzed with a continuous meta-regression model with a z-test for
significance of model fit. Group comparisons were made with
ANOVA-type summary values and were estimated for the group
effect.

Publication bias

To partially address the ‘file-drawer’ problem, we calculated a
fail-safe N using the Orwin method, which provides an estimate
of the number of studies with null results that would be needed
to render the obtained effect size not clinically meaningful
(Orwin, 1983). In the absence of a universally accepted clinical
significance level for effect sizes, we assumed a Hedges’ g of
0.1 would cease to reflect a meaningful degree of difference
between treatment and control groups, as scores from 96% of
participants from the two groups would overlap at this
effect-size.

Results

Study characteristics

Sample characteristics
Forty-four studies satisfied our inclusion and exclusion criteria,
yielding a participant size of 2423 with an average age of 37.93
(S.D. = 7.80) years. Within the studies included in the analysis,
an average of 96.22% (S.D. = 9.75) of the sample had a DSM
diagnosis of SCZ and the mean duration of illness was 14.76
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years (S.D. = 6.30). At baseline, the sample had a mean PANSS
positive score of 16.86 (S.D. = 5.42) and a mean total score of
70.64 (S.D. = 16.97). Twenty-three studies used outpatient partici-
pants, 8 had an inpatient sample, and 12 were mixed. Six studies
included early stage/FEP participants. Additional information on
sample characteristics across all studies is provided in Table 1.

Treatment characteristics
A total of 34 studies included MCT and/or MCT + while the
remaining 10 studies included other forms of metacognitive ther-
apies. Twenty studies included an active control condition; 24 had
an inactive control. For details on individual study control condi-
tions, see online Supplementary 4. Only eight studies reported
that participants had received compensation for some component
of the study.

Forty studies had group structured metacognitive interven-
tions, while the remaining four studies were individual interven-
tions. The average number of sessions was 12.28 (S.D. = 7.79)
over the course of an average treatment length of 8.81 weeks
(S.D. = 5.23), with an average of 1.5 sessions/week (S.D. = 0.64).

Study quality
The average score on the Clinical Trials Assessment Measure
(CTAM) across all published studies was 59.02 (S.D. = 16.9).
Twenty-one (48.0%) of studies were classified as methodologically
strong when a CTAM total score of 65 or greater was used to clas-
sify a study as of adequate methodological quality.

Meta-analysis results

Table 2 includes effect sizes and heterogeneity calculations for
each domain. Additionally, Table 2 includes individual effect
sizes for specific measures in each domain that were included
in more than 10 studies. Forest plots for all significant outcomes
can be found in the online Supplementary materials.

Effects of treatment on proximal outcomes
Metacognitive therapies produced moderate improvement of
delusions (g = 0.32; CI: 0.093/0.546) and summary measures of
positive symptoms (g = 0.30; CI: 0.169/0.433) relative to a control
condition. These effect sizes were consistent for the PSYRATS D
(g = 0.39) and PANSS Positive subscale (g = 0.27). There were sig-
nificant, small effects of metacognitive interventions on cognitive
bias (g = 0.25; CI: 0.063/0.426). Effects on hallucinations were
non-significant.

Effects of treatment on distal outcomes
Metacognitive interventions had a moderate effect on functioning
(g = 0.31; CI: 0.093/0.522). Negative symptoms (g = 0.24; CI:
0.063/0.426), clinical insight (g = 0.29; CI: 0.016/0.569), and social
cognition (g = 0.27; 0.015/0.521) showed small but significant
effects following metacognitive interventions. The specific
PANSS Negative subscale (g = 0.24) is also consistent with the
mean effect size of the negative symptom domain. Effects on cog-
nitive insight, depression, and neurocognitive flexibility were
non-significant.

Moderator analysis
All sample, study, and treatment characteristics included in the
moderator analysis are provided in online Supplementary
material. All significant outcomes with significant heterogeneity
and a minimum of 10 studies were analyzed. Studies with longer
treatment duration were associated with a diminished effect of
metacognitive therapies on delusions (slope: −0.1019, S.E.:
0.0507, z =−2.01, p = 0.0444, k = 19). Studies with a greater
quality design (higher CTAM) were associated with enhanced
effects of therapy on delusions (slope: 0.0143, S.E.: 0.0059, z = 5.82,
p = 0.0444, k = 19) but were associated with more modest effects
of metacognitive therapies on social cognition (slope: −0.0110,
S.E.: 0.0057, z = −1.92, p = 0.0544, k = 12). There was no effect of
metacognitive therapy on social cognition (Qb = 20.762, df = 1,
p = 0.000; g = 0.676 v. −0.096) and negative symptoms (Qb =
4.518, df = 1, p = 0.034; g = 0.405 v. 0.125) in studies with an active
control group. The effect of metacognitive therapies on negative
symptoms was amplified in studies where participants received
compensation for their participation (Qb = 8.345, df = 2, p = 0.015;
g = 0.155 v. 0.577) and in samples with a longer duration of illness
(slope: 0.0263, S.E.: 0.0122, z = 2.16, p = 0.0308, k = 14). MCT pro-
duced larger effects on positive symptoms than other approaches
to metacognitive therapy (Qb = 7.287, df = 1, p = 0.007; g = 0.337
v. −0.011). All other moderator analyses were non-significant
(all p values ⩾0.073).

Discussion

The current report is the most comprehensive meta-analysis of
controlled trials (CT) of all types of metacognitive therapies for
SSDs to date. The analysis included findings from 2423 partici-
pants across 44 CTs of sustained metacognitive interventions con-
ducted in 22 different countries. The current analysis includes 10
studies of metacognitive therapy not included in the most recent

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of samples included in the meta-analysis

Treatment group Control group Total

Mean S.D. Studies Mean S.D. Studies Mean S.D. Studies

Age (y) 38.00 7.83 44 38.05 8.22 44 37.93 7.80 44

Gender (% males) 62.78 15.92 43 67.05 16.37 43 65.12 14.95 44

Education (years) 11.14 1.70 25 11.09 1.64 25 11.11 1.60 25

Duration of illness (years) 14.96 6.13 23 14.61 6.79 23 14.76 6.30 23

Antipsychotic dosage (CPZ equivalent) 554.09 309.30 14 533.21 268.82 14 544.14 285.93 14

IQ score 99.87 8.00 8 98.25 7.02 8 99.07 7.45 8

Note: CPZ, chlorpromazine equivalent; IQ, Intelligence Quotient.
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Table 2. Effect size calculations for cognitive, symptomatic, and functional outcomes

Effect sizes Heterogeneity

Outcome No. studies Hedge’s g 95% CI z-value P-value Q-value DoF P-value I2 Nfs

Proximal outcomes

Positive symptoms 30 0.301 [0.169, 0.433] 4.482 0.000* 51.027 29 0.007 43.17 60

PANSS p 26 0.274 [0.131, 0.417] 3.758 0.000* 45.738 25 0.007 45.34 45

Delusions 19 0.319 [0.093, 0.546] 2.762 0.006* 53.284 18 0.000 66.22 42

PSYRATS D 13 0.389 [0.128, 0.650] 2.918 0.004* 39.337 12 0.000 69.49 38

Hallucinations 10 0.036 [-0.185, 0.257] 0.319 0.75 14.780 9 0.097 39.12 NA

Cognitive bias 14 0.245 [0.063, 0.426] 2.638 0.008* 18.855 13 0.128 31.05 20

Distal outcomes

Negative symptoms 23 0.235 [0.092, 0.378] 3.213 0.001* 33.575 22 0.054 34.48 31

PANSS N 20 0.244 [0.088, 0.399] 3.075 0.002* 30.820 19 0.042 38.35 29

Cognitive insight 16 0.161 [-0.073, 0.394] 1.35 0.177 44.808 15 0.000 66.52 NA

Functioning 15 0.307 [0.093, 0.522] 2.806 0.005* 27.559 14 0.016 49.20 31

Depression 9 0.107 [-0.059, 0.274] 1.262 0.207 5.537 8 0.699 0.00 NA

Neurocognitive flexibility 11 0.019 [-0.301, 0.339] 0.117 0.907 38.698 10 0.000 74.16 NA

Social cognition 12 0.268 [0.015, 0.521] 2.077 0.038* 24.219 11 0.012 54.58 20

Clinical insight 9 0.294 [0.016, 0.569] 2.071 0.038* 15.218 8 0.054 47.65 18

Note: DoF, degrees of freedom; CI, confidence interval; Nfs, fail-safe n; PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale; PSYRATS, Psychotic Symptom Rating Scale; NA, not applicable; *p < 0.05.
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Penney et al., meta-analysis which was limited to one form of
metacognitive treatment; MCT. By excluding observational or
other uncontrolled studies, the present study also took a more
conservative approach to treatment trial design than some recent
meta-analyses in this area (Penney et al., 2022; Sauve et al., 2020),
and by excluding one-session metacognitive interventions the
study aimed to include only more sustained metacognitive treat-
ment formats that were presumed to most likely to impact more
distal treatment outcomes.

Effects of metacognitive therapies on treatment outcomes

With respect to outcomes targeted directly by treatment and
largely consistent with our hypotheses, metacognitive therapies
produced small-to-moderate improvement in positive symptoms
(g = 0.29), delusions (g = 0.31) and cognitive biases (g = 0.25),
but not hallucinations (g = 0.04). For outcomes not directly tar-
geted by these therapies but hypothesized to improve due to
improvements in positive symptoms and cognitive biases, meta-
cognitive therapies produced moderate improvements in psycho-
social functioning (g = 0.31) and small effects on clinical insight
(g = 0.29). These effects were robust, evident despite sample dif-
ferences in age, education, gender composition, medication status
and baseline levels of positive symptoms. Metacognitive therapies
also produced improvements in social cognition (g = 0.27), and
negative symptoms (g = 0.24) but moderator analyses revealed
these effects were an artifact of more poorly designed studies.
Given the inflation of effects of two key outcomes (negative symp-
toms and social cognition) as a consequence of less rigorously
controlled studies, future meta-analyses, with a larger study
base, might consider including an active control group as a
study inclusion criteria.

Moderator analyses

With respect to delusions, the effect of metacognitive therapies
was reduced in studies with a longer duration of treatment and
enhanced in studies with higher design quality scores. These find-
ings suggest that treatment effects on delusions are robust in even
the highest quality research designs, and that shorter more tar-
geted treatments may be a more potent approach, at least for
this outcome domain. In the domain of social cognition, the
effects of metacognitive therapy were diminished both by the
presence of an active control group, and a poorer design quality
score. As design quality scores consider the presence of an active
control, the co-occurrence of the two moderator variables as sig-
nificant corresponds appropriately with their associated scoring.
Both results are also consistent with earlier findings which suggest
that studies with poorer quality design tend to over-inflate inter-
vention effects (Tarrier & Wykes, 2004). Similarly, in the negative
symptoms domain, the effect of metacognitive therapies was
diminished in the context of an active control raising questions
as to the specificity of this improvement to metacognitive therapy
techniques. With the exception of positive symptoms, there was
no significant difference in treatment effects between MCT/
MCT+ and other metacognitive treatments, indicating that with
respect to delusions, negative symptoms, social cognition and
functioning, different versions of metacognitive treatments were
similarly effective despite different approaches to treating meta-
cognitive difficulties. MCT did produce substantially larger effects
on positive symptoms as compared to other metacognitive ther-
apy approaches.

Relationship to recently published meta-analyses

Our findings for outcomes directly targeted by metacognitive
therapies were similar, although somewhat more modest, than
those reported by Penney et al. (2022) for MCT only. Positive
symptoms (g = 0.30 v. g = 0.50) and delusions (g = 0.32 v.
g = 0.69) showed significant, but more modest treatment-related
improvement as compared to Penney. No significant effects
were evident in the current study for hallucinations although
effects in the Penney analysis in this domain were small (g =
0.036 v. g = 0.26). Treatment-related effect sizes for cognitive
bias were similar (g = 0.25 v. g = 0.16). For distal outcomes, like
Penney, a moderate treatment effect was found for functioning
(g = 0.31 v. g = 0.41) and a small, nearly identical treatment effect
was measured for negative symptoms across the two studies (g =
0.24 v. g = 0.23). This consistency of findings across outcome
domains, in the context of inclusion of a variety of approaches
to metacognitive therapy in the current study (e.g.
Metacognitive Oriented Social Skills Training, Thinking Well
intervention, etc.) lends support to the efficacy of metacognitive
therapies for people with SSD. Unique to our meta-analysis,
metacognitive therapies were also shown to improve clinical
insight (g = 0.29).

Limitations

The findings of the present study should be interpreted while con-
sidering its limitations. First, any meta-analysis using sample
means does not provide information on odds of individual parti-
cipants benefitting from metacognitive treatment. Second, the
small number of studies and outcomes measurable for analysis
limited the number of domains that could be evaluated and mod-
erators that could be explored. For example, effect sizes for self-
esteem, anxiety, and metacognitive flexibility were not calculated
as there were an insufficient number of studies for statistical ana-
lysis. Furthermore, moderator analyses on clinical insight were
not able to be run – despite its significant effect size and hetero-
geneity – as too few studies reported on the measure. These pre-
liminary results suggest that future studies should consider
including clinical insight as an outcome. In the absence of a larger
number of studies, it is remains unknown if findings for clinical
insight will be robust against measures of study quality. Third,
given the diversity in approaches to metacognitive treatment evi-
dent in the literature, failures to report specific features of treat-
ment administration in some RCTs may have unintentionally
influenced the analyses. Fourth, due to multiple comparisons
and the use of a threshold p-value of 0.05, some reported findings
may have resulted from inflated Type 1 error. However, it should
be noted that had we used a more stringent alpha of p = 0.01 the
majority of findings from this study would remain unchanged.
Fifth, not a single CT included in our study was conducted in a
low-income country and only four studies were conducted in
middle-income countries. Given that the majority of people across
the globe who suffer with SSD reside in these regions of the world,
it remains unknown to what degree these types of metacognitive
interventions are feasible and behave similarly in those environ-
ments. Sixth, a major aim of the project had been to compare out-
comes of two of the best-defined approaches to metacognitive
therapy for SSDs: MCT v. MERIT. However only one study
using the MERIT intervention (Vohs et al., 2018) met our inclu-
sion criteria. Thus, this question will need to be revisited as add-
itional controlled studies of MERIT enter the scientific literature.
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Clinical implications

Despite the study’s limitations, there are still important clinical
implications for the results. This study suggests that metacognitive
interventions for SSD are robust and, at a group level, have a sig-
nificant small-to-moderate impact on persistent positive symp-
toms and socially disabling difficulties in function that are
resistant to the effects of antipsychotic treatment. Given an effect-
size of 0.32 on delusions, multiplying this difference across a large
number of people with SSD participating in metacognitive ther-
apy would result in reductions in treatment-resistant delusions
for substantial numbers of SSD clients. Particularly, given that
the WHO estimates that only 31.3% of people with SSD world-
wide are receiving any kind of specialized mental health services
for their specific symptoms (Jaeschke et al., 2021), these results
indicate that an increase in availability of metacognitive treat-
ments in local communities could be beneficial for the welfare
of people with SSD, as baseline community penetrance of any
disorder-specific treatment for SSD is so low.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the results of this study revealed that metacognitive
therapies produced small-to moderate effects on several outcomes
directly targeted by the treatment (positive symptoms, delusions,
cognitive bias) and these effects generalized to clinical insight and
functional outcomes. Future research should be aimed at identify-
ing ‘active ingredients’ of metacognitive therapies and using these
ingredients to optimize intervention procedures to produce larger
treatment effects in higher proportions of people with SSD.

Supplementary material. The supplementary material for this article can
be found at https://doi.org/10.1017/S0033291724000564.
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